vpn:LINK
TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES FOR YOUR BUSINESS

safe and cost-effective solution
access to company network from anywhere
connection between branch offices via phone or video conferences

With a virtual private network,
you get the all-in-one solution!
Each organization having a regional or international network
of branch offices will surely appreciate, if the internal
communication works as if it is in one central building.
Imagine, that employees being several hundreds or
thousands of kilometers apart can communicate among each
other and share data as easy as if they were sitting in adjacent
offices. Does it seem impossible to you? This is exactly why
we would like to introduce you to our service "Virtual Private
Network" – vpn:LINK.
vpn:LINK from Slovanet is a modern, price-effective, secure
and efficient technology of connecting branch offices by a
computer network by means of a multiservice network
(MPLS) provided by Slovanet or over the Internet.

What will you gain thanks to vpn:LINK from
Slovanet?
◼

interconnection of branch offices and computers into one central
network with emphasis on security

◼

easy access to company Intranet network from anywhere

◼

sharing of computer applications, systems and resources (company
databases, business and economic systems, application servers,
data storage systems)

◼

possibility of secure Internet access via one centralized spot in the
network, be it in the branch offices of your company or Slovanet
data center (CRP)

◼

possibility of cost-effective phone and video conference connection
between branch offices

◼

continuous overview of the economic situation of the company
thanks to easy access to your information system from anywhere

vpn:LINK enables easier data updates between branch offices
and headquarters, secure sharing of sources (servers, data
storage systems, information systems, etc.) within a
company, distribution of information for your business
partners and it reduces your costs of telecommunication
services at the same time.
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◼

increase of service quality thanks to immediate accessibility of client
data

◼

easy access of employees to company data while they are on
business trips or from their home computer
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Technical solution:

There is not much you need to create a vpn:LINK. Each
branch office should dispose of at least one computer,
which can be connected by an optical, metallic,
wireless, ADSL, ISDN or mobile connection. However,
the actual technical solution is tailored by us with
regards to your needs, whereas we consider both
technological requirements and minimum costs.
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Slovanet is the company with a long-term focus on
providing communication solutions like vpn:LINK, it
disposes of rich experience in implementing smaller as
well as larger projects. Not only we use reliable Cisco
appliances, we also have experienced professionals
providing both quick solutions as well as complex
expert advice.

